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Purpose
The purpose of this paper is to explore implicit crowdsourcing, leveraging social media in real-time scenarios for intelligent systems.

Design/methodology/approach
A case study using an illustrative example system, which systematically employed a custom social media platform for automated financial news analysis and summarisation was developed, evaluated and discussed. Literature review related to crowdsourcing and collective intelligence in intelligent systems was also conducted to provide context and to further explore the case study.

Findings
It was shown how, and that useful intelligent systems can be constructed from appropriately engineered custom social media platforms which are integrated with intelligent automated processes. A recent inter-rater agreement measure for evaluating quality of implicit crowd contributions was also explored and found to be of value.

Practical implications
This paper argues that when social media platforms are closely integrated with other automated processes into a single system, this may provide a highly worthwhile online and real-time approach to intelligent systems through implicit crowdsourcing. Key practical issues, such as achieving high quality crowd contributions, challenges of efficient workflows and real-time crowd integration into intelligent systems were discussed. Important ethical and related considerations were also covered.

Originality/value
A contribution to existing theory was made by proposing how social media web platforms may benefit crowdsourcing. As opposed to traditional crowdsourcing platforms, the presented approach and example system has a set of social elements that encourages implicit crowdsourcing. Instances of crowdsourcing with existing social media, such as Twitter, often also called crowd piggybacking have been used in the past; however, employing an entirely custom-built social media system for implicit crowdsourcing is relatively novel and has several advantages. Some of the discussion in context of intelligent systems construction are novel and contribute to the existing body of literature in this field.
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1. Introduction

Online based crowdsourcing has opened up new and interesting applications in areas, where cognitive capabilities and the collective intelligence of the crowd allows for accurate solutions, where traditionally individuals with expert knowledge were required to approach the tasks at hand (Brabham, 2008). Crowdsourcing platforms now provide for a scalable human intelligence processing resource that can be tapped into by researchers and system engineers alike. Especially the fields of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) have benefited from the readily available crowds (on platforms such as Amazon Mechanical Turk; Paolacci et al. 2010), which can now annotate huge and often complex datasets in a fraction of the usual time and costs required for annotation tasks. These crowd annotated datasets in turn are used to train and develop better and more accurate AI / ML models. However, computer based systems purely relying on AI and ML have not delivered truly intelligent systems, which is where a closer integration with human cognitive and reasoning
capabilities, if integrated effectively, hold considerable promise. To this end, Lasecki (2014), for instance, provides several inspirational examples of crowd driven intelligent systems. He points out, however, the challenges of seamless integration of the crowd and especially design for on-demand and real-time intelligent systems, where collecting and motivating crowd contributions in real-time, is a significant challenge, which, to date, has mostly been overlooked in academic research.

In this paper we argue for the benefits of implicit crowdsourcing by harnessing a crowd’s collective intelligence and cognitive capabilities through social media. We discuss how social media based websites can be directly employed within crowd driven intelligent systems. An example social media based, crowd driven intelligent system, for news analysis is presented, evaluated and related issues and insights from its development discussed. Specifically, issues of achieving high enough quality crowd contributions and challenges of efficient workflow and real-time crowd integration into intelligent systems are considered. As opposed to traditional crowdsourcing platforms, the presented system has a set of social elements that encourages implicit crowdsourcing. Instances of crowdsourcing with existing social media, such as Twitter, often called piggybacking have been used in the past (Grevet and Gilbert 2015); however employing an entirely custom-built social media system for implicit crowdsourcing is relatively novel and has several advantages.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces some background on crowdsourcing, related intelligent systems and the approach to crowdsourcing through social media integration into intelligent systems applications. Section 3 presents the crowd driven news analysis system and study, and section 4 provides a discussion and limitations to the presented work. The paper is finally concluded in section 5.

2. Related Literature and Theoretical Background

The term crowdsourcing was coined about ten years ago, by Howe (2006), although by 2012, Estellés-Arolas and González-Ladrón-de-Guevara (2012) reviewed over forty different definitions of the term. Bringing together the various definitions, the main element of their integrated definition was highlighted as; “Crowdsourcing is a type of participative online activity in which an individual, an institution, a non-profit organization, or company proposes to a group of individuals of varying knowledge, heterogeneity, and number, via a flexible open call, the voluntary undertaking of a task. The undertaking of the task, of variable complexity and modularity, and in which the crowd should participate bringing their work, money, knowledge and / or experience, always entails mutual benefit”.

Brabham was one of the first to systematically study crowdsourcing as a field in its own right (Brabham 2008)\(^1\). Aspects of crowdsourcing itself have been around for quite some time before, in one form or another. Open-source bounties and reverse open-source bounties in software feature requests have been fairly common for some time, and crowdsourcing can in many ways be seen as instances of existing open-source and web 2.0 processes or calls for participation in the classical sense of public tenders or as citizen science conducted on the web. Prpic et al. (2014) introduced the idea of crowd capital within IT-mediated crowds for collective intelligence, which is based on (1) structure - IT used to engage crowds, (2) content - type of desired input and (3) process – the organisational processes used to form and structure the resources from the crowd. In this paper (section 3) we propose to use social media to align with such work, however focusing specifically on collective intelligence potential that emerges as a by-product from social media application usage, and how this can be employed in intelligent systems.

2.1. Quality of Crowd Contributions

\(^1\) See Brabham (2008) for a review of several interesting extrinsically motivated web 2.0 examples. The case-studies presented in Brabham (2008) include; iStockPhoto, Threadless, InnoCentive and several advertising competition campaigns, where cash incentives were used to motivate users / producers.
The quality of contributions in crowdsourcing is naturally an issue, and often checks are embedded in tasks that allow validating contributions. For instance in Amazon Mechanical Turk, such validation micro-tasks are commonly employed and previous user ratings based on historical crowd-contribution quality both play a key role (Paolacci et al. 2010; Callison-Burch and Dredze 2010). However, in the context of social media, often such checks are not explicitly possible; yet contributions, whether in the form of tweets, blog posts or submitted and tagged image content are confirmed by the social-network, with “up-votes”, ratings and reviews – i.e. explicit quality ratings from members of the community (Agichtein et al., 2008).

Wikipedia is a useful example of crowdsourcing, as it highlights a radical experiment in trust, since even anonymous users are allowed to and in fact are encouraged to edit and re-edit this web-based encyclopaedia in the communal hope of producing an immense and “complete” body of encyclopaedic knowledge. Critics, such as Keen (2007) point out the seemingly intrinsic problem that is such a vast text would clearly have to be riddled with inaccuracies. Quite surprisingly however Wikipedia was found to be an accurate resource and is now arguably even becoming a standard encyclopaedic reference text. A comparison with encyclopaedia Britannica (Giles 2005) suggested a similar level of information accuracy in both encyclopaedias. Interestingly, 70%-80% of inaccurate edits on Wikipedia get corrected almost instantly (Adler et al. 2008a, Adler et al. 2008b). This can be attributed to the dynamic nature and self-managing environment of collaborative participation. The NASA Clickworkers project was an early pilot study by several NASA employees to assess whether public volunteers, each working for a few minutes here and there, could perform some repetitive and routine scientific analysis tasks. The work consisted in marking craters (by marking four points on a crater rim to draw a circle) in the imagery data from the Mars Viking Orbiter. A second task was also set, in which users had to categorise the age of craters (Barlow 2000 as cited in Kanefsky et al. 2001). The two sub-goals of the study were, (1) to find whether people are interested in volunteering their free time for routine scientific tasks, and (2) whether the public has the training and motivation to produce accurate results in a scientifically important task. The results were reported upon in Kanefsky et al. (2001). In conclusion, the quality of markings showed that the computed consensus of a large number of Clickworkers was virtually indistinguishable from the inputs of a geologist with years of experience in identifying Mars craters. The important element in this application was the sheer number of participants – over 85,000 users visited the site within the first six months of the sites operation. Over 1.9 million entries ensured high redundancy and averaged out any errors made by individuals, and effectively the consensus opinion of what would make out a crater on the imagery data would be collected.

This self-correcting nature of large numbers of contributors closely correlates with ideas from the field of finance, specifically prediction markets and the related EMH (Efficient Market Hypothesis). Much of the enthusiasm for prediction markets derives from the efficient market hypothesis or EMH, which was originally proposed in the 60s (Fama, 1965), and states that in the market, mechanisms exist so that information will efficiently transfer into the most optimal asset price, given all known, available information about the asset. Sometimes also referred to as “information market” or also known as “event futures” they allow individuals to trade on future events, where in aggregate these votes represent the probability of the given event. Prediction markets are speculative markets which have the sole purpose of making predictions. They can be used to predict a variety of events such as sports, politics, movies, films or the stock market. The aim of a prediction market is that through a large collective user base there will be a greater accuracy in predictions which will benefit those who give correct predictions through financial rewards but will detriment those who give incorrect

---

2 Problems chosen had properties of being time-consuming to solve, difficult to automate and scientifically important.
3 A systematic comparison of thousands of individual Clickworker inputs to the known, already catalogued craters showed the Clickworkers coming within a few pixels of the accepted catalogue positions (essentially within the precision of the catalogue itself). Accuracy could further be improved by cross-checking redundant inputs from different clickworkers. Faint craters classed as having little to no detectable “ejecta blanket” were detected with an impressive 95% accuracy on a sample – see (Kanefsky et al. 2001).
predictions through financial or other losses. For a prediction market to be efficient however, it was found that it is not required that all individuals in a market be rational, as long as the marginal trade in the market is motivated by rational traders (Wolfers and Zitzewitz 2004). Servan-Schreiber et al. (2004) have shown there not to be any substantial difference between real or play money markets either. Prediction markets were found to perform considerably better than individual human forecasters (Servan-Schreiber et al. 2004). In a study by Luckner et. al (2007) the advantages of prediction markets were highlighted where FIFA 2006 World Cup matches were predicted with 59.4% accuracy against Fifa ranking accuracy of only 46.9%, over 16 matches. Finally a good overview of the main different types of prediction markets and further literature is provided in Wolfers and Zitzewitz (2004). There are also numerous examples where systems like this have been used by companies internally to better understand their various operational aspects (Kambil and Van Heck 2002, Kambil 2003). These ideas extend to social media as well. For instance Tumasjan et al. (2011) have used activity from Twitter to accurately forecast general election results. They further proposed that the same principles that underlie prediction / information markets are likely at play when aggregating social media activity, and effectively allow for a form of collective intelligence to emerge from the social media contributions.

2.2 Collective Intelligence and Systems

Models have been proposed to leverage collective intelligence, for example the MIT Center for Collective Intelligence has recently (Nagar and Malone 2011) proposed a model for combining human and machine based collective intelligence. This is a model based on prediction markets that combines predictions from groups of humans and artificial-intelligence agents to show that they are more robust than those from groups of humans or artificial agents alone. The idea of collective intelligence is not new, it emerged from writings by Douglas Hofstadter, Peter Russell, and Pierre Lévy (Hofstadter 1979, Russell 1983, Lévy 1994), but at an abstract level already H. G. Wells mentioned the idea of a collective “world brain” in his essay entitled, “The Brain Organisation of the Modern World” (Wells 1938). Recently with the emergence of the web, the idea has gained new momentum as it has become feasible to involve large crowds quite easily online, with numerous efforts to understand it, such as the MIT Center for Collective Intelligence. However, specifically systems that employ the collective intelligence, judgments and cognitive capabilities of the crowd in real-time applications provides for a challenge. Recently, Lasecki (2014) proposed several fascinating prototype “crowd-powered” intelligent systems examples, which illustrate the significance of crowdsourcing in systems design. An intelligent robot control crowd powered interface (Legion), where the paths and decisions for a robot depended on on-line, real-time crowdsourcing. Legion:Scribe, being another system where multiple non-expert captionists collaboratively caption speech in real-time, and multiple sequence alignment algorithms subsequently merge the multiple captions into one, in real-time. Glance and Chorus are two systems that employ crowd contributions to recognise activities in videos and respond to natural language text queries, respectively. Essentially these applications leverage human understanding to facilitate intelligent systems, capable of working in real-world settings when artificial intelligence is not reliable.

Although prior work has investigated quick recruitment of members for crowdsourcing tasks, a considerable challenge is the effective recruitment of crowd workers into the specific system workflow, which may prove very problematic, especially with real-time processing demands on crowd contributors and their on-demand readiness for online tasks. This is where social media with implicit contributions from users may result in meaningful and valuable integration into systems that may be preferable to traditional specialised crowdsourcing platforms.

The value in the data contributed via social media applications, where users most often have implicit motivations to contribute can be of significant importance. For instance automated summarisation has

http://cci.mit.edu/
been a challenge in the field of Natural Language Processing (NLP) for many years (Hahn and Mani 2000); however, platforms such as Twitter, where messages are limited to 140 characters provide potentially useful, real-time, on-demand crowd input into an information summarisation task (Osborne et al. 2014). A variety of intelligent systems can be facilitated through close integration of crowd contributions from social media with AI techniques.

As early as 2010 in their position paper, Bermingham and Smeaton (2010) discussed the potential of tapping into the user contributed datasets from social media crowds, on a wider and more systematically applied scale, than tends to be the practice even today. Bermingham and Smeaton related to how mobile phone messaging (SMS) and instance messaging (IM) essentially represent instantaneous chatter, however intrinsically private. This they contrast with the public nature of the social web which allows to readily tap-into a global chatter, or “collective intelligence”, where a wide range of online opinion and contributions in the form of posts, uploaded images / multimedia content, ratings, tags and potentially many other types of web based social contributions represent valuable collective intelligence, to be harnessed. Based on literature discussed to this point, the following is a useful working definition for collective intelligence;

“Collective intelligence is a shared or group intelligence that emerges from the collaboration, competition, or simply sharing of many individuals in response to some challenge or implicit goal and is essentially pattern based decision making, based on collective knowledge, where collective knowledge can be effectively collected via web 2.0 / social media systems”.

Arguably, the challenge, or an implicit goal exists on practically all social media systems, in some form or shape. The social media application can have an explicit goal (e.g. Wikipedia – the goal is to amass knowledge into a world Encyclopaedia) or an undefined generic one (e.g. Youtube – share Videos for entertainment or any reason). The primary appeal of social systems being that individuals participate in these systems for their own and social enjoyment. Sykora (2009) elaborates further on this and the implicit goals in social media systems from a computational intelligence perspective, and explains the possibilities for the related computer science area of Interactive Evolutionary Computation, which are a set of optimization heuristic algorithms directly integrating crowd contributions within evolutionary algorithms.

2.3 Custom Social Media for Crowdsourcing and its Benefits

Rogstadius introduced an intelligent system for crisis mapping and related information management, by leveraging automated text-mining algorithms and social media based crowd contributions, in one single system. His system uses clustering of messages from Twitter and other crowd contributed sources, specifically a custom social web based user interface further encourages and allows crisis-workers (i.e. the crowd) to double check and correct miss-categorisations in real-time, and subsequently presents actionable intelligent system outputs (Rogstadius et al. 2011). Ushahidi is another instance of such intelligent crowd driven crisis mapping system (Ushahidi 2015). Integrating social media platforms with specific tasks for a system that can present its outputs, through the intelligence of the crowds, can be a worthwhile approach. The advantages of exploring social media type platforms for this are several;

- Crowd input is more often readily available (i.e. on-demand collective intelligence and cognitive judgments) through the platforms, as these tend to have strong, established user-bases (Besten, 2012; Grevet and Gilbert 2015), e.g. Flickr, Pinterest, Twitter, etc.
- Crowd is often motivated with intrinsic motivations, and a considerable body of academic research on driving motivators behind social media contributions points to two main streams of motivators, which align with altruistic and the social self-presentation reasons (Forte and Bruckman, 2005; Kuznetsov, 2006).
- Data from these sources is commonly available in real-time through robust, stable and on-demand programming interfaces, e.g. the streaming Twitter API (Driscoll and Walker 2014).
Given the vastness of the social media application landscape, it is often sufficient to leverage existing sources for crowd / collective intelligence, and up till now most studies in this research area were concerned with analysing existing social applications and related user generated data. However, in some cases custom sources of collective intelligence (henceforth referred to as CI) are needed to fill a gap in the social media application landscape. Deciding to do so may be a relatively costly initiative (in terms of time, complexity and resources), therefore it must be carefully considered whether existing social media sources will provide the necessary CI. Using custom sources may have some significant advantages, such as provide finer grained user generated contributions, at a level that can be custom-build for the CI task. Since all the data is available or “owned”, complicated information extraction, via APIs and HTML-page parsing can be entirely avoided and of course the potential flexibility to accommodate a given problem domain is generally incomparably more substantial than with existing social media systems. There are unfortunately also major challenges in constructing custom-built CI sources, primarily in development of the software, its maintenance / fault free operation, provisions for architecture / hardware, and most importantly attracting and socially engaging user-participation.

Some of these issues can be addressed, for instance integrating an existing user workflow into a social media based habit within the custom user interface. In the next section the example case study of an intelligent social media type system for news summarisation, called Newsmental, that was developed and run for a couple months, is presented, evaluated and discussed in detail.

3. Newsmental: An Intelligent News Summarisation System

In computational finance much research has been done on forecasting, interpreting the financial markets and a better understanding of financial events (e.g. Taylor et al. 2002, Zemke 2003). Perceived wider sentiment is detrimental to the price of assets and it was also shown that a substantial effect on the price creation process in finance is explained by news-events sentiment (Ederington and Lee 1993, Barberis et al. 1998, Chan 2003). Researchers have highlighted (Fung et al. 2005) that in the existing literature on forecasting and trading models there is an overwhelming tendency to focus on quantitative (macro-economic and price based) data, with very little work investigating the use of qualitative datasets in such models. Given that there is an enormous quantity of qualitative news data in the form of unstructured text, there have been numerous efforts to automatically annotate sentiment in financial news (Mittermayer and Knolmayer 2006). Understanding or analysing news is inherently a very difficult natural language processing task, since even human experts often fail, or disagree on what particular news actually means and how it applies to various entities. Depending on the perspective, situation and background one same news-item may appear to have different polarity (negative / positive) and impact to various individuals (Koppel and Shtrimberg 2006) hence a collective agreement on news is in fact highly desirable. The task of news analysis lends itself well to human based processing; however, not so much to fully automated AI based solutions.

A social media system that explicitly facilitates participants’ collection of their opinion on financial news events in a productive, social and streamlined manner, entitled Newsmental has been designed and integrated with automated techniques, for accurate and reliable news summarisation.

3.1 System Design

A system was built that would 1-extract news articles from a number of (mostly British) financial news sources. 2-News articles would be automatically analysed, pre-processed and automated entity recognition applied to the unstructured text to extract entities and some basic relationships between certain types of entities. 3-Cluster similar news (using a clustering algorithm based on the extracted entities). 4-Top news items would be presented on the website with a break-down of the news and charts (based on the extracted entities and relations). 5-Each news item would be available for a quick non-obtrusive evaluation by readers / visitors and the ratings would be shared amongst the
entire community on the system. News reading history would be tracked automatically and made available to all registered users with historical views, charts, and other comparisons against community ratings – effectively creating an online community of news readers. The following design choices highlight some benefits of the system to potential users:

1. News articles are automatically pulled at regular intervals from multiple sources, which means that a single place for viewing all the news may be more convenient for visitors. The news articles are clustered, so that the same news from various sources does not get repeated unnecessarily. This is essentially what many news aggregators such as news.google.com also do.

2. Entities, facts and relationships between important entities are automatically annotated, and presented as a break-down analysis with each news item. This provides for a useful breakdown of the main actors, and out-takes from a lengthy article, which can greatly increase the speed and efficiency at which news is read. It also makes it easier for a reader to comprehend the news and help speed up news analysis in general (Zwaan et al. 1993).

3. News reading and understanding is augmented via collective news analysis, in that all previous news-ratings are summarised / averaged out and presented to all subsequent visitors (i.e. shared within the community of readers). This effectively facilitates reading news "in a collaborative" manner, since chances are other users have read and analysed the news already, which may in turn drastically speed-up news reading and the news opinion forming process.

4. News reading becomes tractable. Submitting judgments for news essentially creates a footprint of all read articles and opinions held at specific times on the various topics. The news reading process has been generally intractable – even with the largest news portals. However, our system provides features for retrieving news-reading history by time, topic and similar views.

The central idea behind Newsmental is to employ a non-intrusive manner for collecting news judgements and opinions. The system’s aim has been to streamline the news reading and rating process by taking an existing need and employing a social media system to aid in delivering a working solution towards this need. Figure 1 presents a scenario involving a potential use-case of an information consumer – e.g. a trader tracking financial news, who makes regular daily trading-related decisions based on a news feed.

**Figure 1 – Use-case of a Trader (left figure – usual work-process, right figure – system based work-process)**

The left illustration in figure 1 shows a trader taking-in news information which is eventually actioned into trading decisions, with potentially many news items over time. Unfortunately, due to the effect of selective memory, it is very difficult to reconstruct the thinking process behind historical trading decisions without explicit note-taking. Traders are known to keep logs (i.e. diaries) of trades (e.g. Schwager 1993), however having to take a note of each news-article that impacted a trading decision (e.g. into a spreadsheet) would break down the natural news reading workflow of a trader, to the point where it potentially becomes infeasible. Instead, Newsmental allows for all read news to be automatically tracked over time, with no disruptions to the workflow, as illustrated in right-hand side of figure 1. The trader can rate, comment and highlight text excerpts from news articles in a streamlined way (using a light-weight web 2.0 style user interface), which gets stored into database (Read News in figure 1). This data is an accurate representation of a trader’s opinions, perceptions of significance and sentiments over time, and can be reviewed by the trader and compared to the rest of the community. Each registered user can inspect news as they were rated, in reverse chronological order, with direct links to the original news sources – effectively acting as a kind of augmented bookmarking service for news articles. Other views include; view by most recent topic or a view that compares ratings with the community, as a social element, see figure 2. For each news article a radar-chart is
generated, which shows a thin line (user opinion) and a thick line (community opinion) for each of the news-rating dimensions. For instance, in figure 2, the yellow circle on the chart highlights the user’s sentiment for the “U.S. Government” which is visibly lower than the community’s, otherwise the ratings are pretty much the aligned.

Figure 2 – Browse by community view (radar chart showing the agreement amongst ratings with the community), other views include by dates, topics, etc.

3.1.1 Overall Architecture Implementation

A relatively involved architecture had to be employed in order to satisfy functionality requirements and minimise latency of the time-demanding long-running article extraction and text-analysis processes. RSS parsing, Restful-API, HTML processing and article extraction using XPATH, named entity (NE) extraction, clustering, programmatic caching and an ASP.NET AJAX and JQuery based interface were integrated to build Newsmental. In order to ensure that news articles were up to date, an independent background process running on a separate thread was responsible for processing news articles, updating the database (MySQL) and ensuring that the memory cache represented most recent states, mirroring database data. Caching was an important consideration since the system had to achieve good response times despite working with memory heavy data (i.e. large chunks of article text and text summaries).

3.1.2 News Summarisation Approach

The system can be split into two parts that are integrated within the single social media platform. The automated analysis and the user led / crowd based contributions part.

1-First, the automated part processes the raw summary article text through automated sentence segmentation, tokenisation, POS tagging and the actual NE extraction, which is based on gazetteers of entity names and types, with entries to handle synonyms and similar linguistic issues (Ye 2003). In the building of the NE extraction module for our system the gazetteers provided by a third party API service, Open Calais from Clear Forest Inc. were employed. A greedy clustering algorithm based on the low feature space word-vector of NEs is subsequently run to cluster similar articles together for effective presentation of news articles.

2-Subsequently this news summary, which at this point is represented through the extracted NEs, NE relationships (see figure 3) and article summary clusters is augmented with a crowd / users based news summary. Each input panel (see figure 4) is composed of a set of horizontal and vertical slider controls, a comment text box with 120 character limit, a text-box with autosuggestions for tagging the news-article, and a submit button. The submit functionality is implemented entirely as an AJAX partial page postback script, so that user experience isn’t negatively affected by full page reloads.

Figure 3 – Visual display of the entity composition of a news-article (available for each article)

Figure 4 shows the slider input panel in its full view, and figure 5 illustrates a judged news item, ready for submission. The comment from the 120 character comment text-box is shared with other users of Newsmental with each article viewed, and tags are employed in search functionality. It can be observed from figure 4 and 5 that the first two vertical sliders relate to “sentiment for U.S. government”
and “sentiment for Standard & Poor’s”, and that only the former was rated negatively (sentiments are rated on a 5 point ordinal scale, i.e.: -2=very bad, -1=bad, 0=alright/no-opinion, +1=good, +2=very good news). The announcement of the news that S&P has issued a debt warning for the U.S. is clearly bad news for the U.S., however S&P was more or less unaffected by the news, hence it is noteworthy the interface allows for such a more complicated sentiment / opinion to be expressed. The third vertical slider is always present in the input panel and allows a choice of five values, relating to the time-duration effect of news (minutes/hours, days, weeks, months, years). In other words, given the news, what temporal impact in terms of duration of the effect the single news-item will likely potentially have on the financial market / financial ecosystem as assessed by the user.

**Figure 4** – Slide-out input panel for news article *(from left to right: comment [max, 120 char], Tags [autosuggest], sentiment for entity 1, sentiment for entity 2, time-duration, overall news sentiment and size of potential impact)*

In the example from figure 5, the judgment of impact is likely to be in terms of months, since the debt warning might be an indication of further troubles for the U.S. economy that could take a few months to materialise. The two horizontal sliders relate to the “overall news sentiment” (5 point ordinal sentiment scale) and “size of potential impact” (a percentage 0-100, with 5 ordinal bins; no impact [0], very little impact [1-25], some impact [26-50], considerable impact [51-75], very high impact [76-100]). In the given example the overall news sentiment (-1) is quite bad for the U.S. and in fact most other economies that depend on the U.S. The impact rating is also high, considerable impact (63), as the impact of the debt warning news will probably move the markets. However, since it is quite likely that people from different regions and especially various backgrounds will interpret certain news rather differently, each registered user was asked to provide their demographic details, i.e.: age group, location, level of education (university level, pre-university level), interest (finance, politics, technology, world events), financial experience (none at all, interested, knowledgeable, expert) and news reading frequency (only sometime, once every few days, every day, every few hours). It was hoped that in aggregate, with several participants reading and rating same news, consensus opinion would emerge.

**Figure 5** – News input panel, ready for submission *(“Submit Now” button click)*

### 3.1.3 Community and Recruitment

A top active-contributors feature was also introduced, in order to make the news-rating even more social. In addition to implicit benefits of use, there is some evidence to suggest that, badges, prizes or other forms of incentives within an online social environment can dramatically increase initial user engagement (Malinen 2009). In order to tap into existing communities of interest, the website was advertised with eleven university student finance societies across the UK. Committee members of the relevant societies were approached and these agreed to inform their members internally in addition to social media based (i.e. Facebook) society pages. Some word of mouth spread through Twitter and Facebook as the initial news judgments were starting to pour in. With the kind support of departmental administrators, undergraduate and postgraduate students across various departments (including economics and business) were also informed via departmental mailing lists at the author’s institution.

A mailing list of around 200 individuals from a previous study on social media, who agreed to be informed of the launch of Newsmental were also notified about its launch.

### 3.2 News Summarisation Outputs and Analysis

All in all 2,138 ratings were submitted during the 40 days of the study being online (averaging to 54 ratings per day), however 650 ratings were submitted by anonymous users, i.e. not logged into the system. These ratings came from 55 different individuals who rated news, with 48 users having registered an account with the system. Since it wasn’t a requirement to be logged-in to rate news it is
likely that some users forgot to log-into the system on occasion, despite reminders to do so. In
summary, based on registration information, users were predominantly male, between the age of 20-
39, 72% claimed to read news daily or more frequently, over 70% were interested or knowledgeable
in finance and 91% of users came from the UK, US or Europe. Out of all 2,138 ratings there were 199
ratings where a shared / public user-note (i.e. comment) was left behind. All the ratings covered a
total of 1,070 individual news articles. The 35 most rated news-item headlines are shown in the dot-
plot diagram in figure 6.

Figure 6 – Sentiment, impact and duration dot-plots (from left to right) of news stories with six or more
individual ratings (top 35 headlines), ordered by decreasing average sentiment (standard deviations
shown)

In relation to each other the average sentiment, duration and impact of the news stories makes sense
and can be explained well. For example, “Kate and William give UK wine a boost” was perceived to
be good news (std.dev. = 0.45), but with a low impact (std. dev., 19.91) and time-duration (std. dev.,
0.73), on the other hand “Obama: Still differences on debt, new talks Sunday” was strongly perceived
at the time as bad news with one of the lowest standard deviations for sentiment and impact (among
the 35 news), however a higher standard deviation for duration. Standard deviation in this context
highlights the disagreement or uncertainty associated with an average news-item judgement. A news-
item that carries a lot of significance (one of the highest average durations and impact) is “Trichet
says debt is global, not European problem”, and the news-story “George Osborne needs a bolder
plan for growth” was rated with high duration; however, the impact is lower, which seems to be a
logical interpretation of the news and makes relatively good sense.

One significant advantage of this type of insight and collective crowd driven intelligent news
summarisation is its real-time and on-demand nature, as news coming out were constantly monitored
and available to the crowd for review and analysis.

3.3 Evaluation and Quality of Contributions

Given that users rated news-items independently, it begs the question of the degree of agreement
between them. Inter-rater agreement or reliability measures assess the agreement between two or
more observers who describe the units of analysis separately from each other. These statistic
measures are in frequent use in social sciences, especially in human driven content analysis and
similar methods (Krippendorff 2004). They help to answer the question of whether ratings are the
result of irreproducible human idiosyncrasies or whether they reflect properties of the phenomena of
interest on which others could agree as well. Over the years a number of measures were proposed,
such as Cohen’s kappa (Cohen 1960; $\kappa$), Fleiss’s kappa (Fleiss 1971; $\kappa$) or Cronbach’s alpha
(Cronbach 1951; $\alpha$), however the most appropriate type of inter-rater reliability statistic for the data in
this study (multiple raters, missing values, scale of measurement) is Krippendorff’s alpha
(Krippendorff 2004, Hayes and Krippendorff 2007; $\alpha$). The degree to which news readers agree on
the sentiment, impact and implied duration of news items was evaluated for the six (top) users.

The three alpha values with 95% lower and upper limit confidence intervals (based on 10,000 bootstrap

7 During the same period there were 4,429 news articles collected in total, although due to news clustering only the first article
belonging to a cluster would be available for rating in order to avoid showing duplicate stories. Hence the 1,070 articles and
their 2,138 ratings will be considered exclusively for further analysis (even though more articles during the period were
available).

8 This is not entirely true, since user comments and news judgements are shared and visible to all. Hence some tendency for
bias exists but it is expected individuals will act in line with their existing convictions most of the time; however, research into
social news selection (Westwood and Messing 2011) showed some significance of social bias.

9 Hayes and Krippendorff (2007) provide a useful overview of inter-rater agreement measures. The custom SPSS kalpha
macro written by Hayes and Krippendorff was used to compute the alpha and its confidence intervals – see

10 This presented a sample of 35 unique news-items, since each item had to be rated by a minimum of five users.
samples) were .6038 (.5340, .6699) for sentiment, .2383 (.1343, .3376) for impact and .0702 (-.0367, .1747) for duration ratings. The value for sentiment is large enough to indicate a moderately strong and consistent agreement among raters however the latter two alpha values indicate poor agreement for impact and virtually no agreement for duration. Moreover, table 1 reports agreements between individual users, where clearly there are users with much higher or lower agreement levels than the overall agreements. For instance, user 6 tends to agree the least with all other users and at times has a tendency to consistently disagree (indicated by a negative alpha value, e.g. last row, right most column in table 1), however agreements between users 1 vs. 4, 1 vs. 3, 3 vs. 4 and 4 vs. 5 tend to be consistent and high (rows 2, 3, 10, 13).

For the generic purposes of collective intelligence it is desirable for the users’ judgements to provide an estimate of the population average perception even though homogeneous subsets of users may produce a far more consistent perspective on the news data. For example Krippendorff’s statistic for users 1, 2 and 5 shows a moderate agreement of .4420 (.2514, .6146) for duration judgements, as opposed to virtually no agreement (.0702) amongst all raters. Identifying homogenous subsets of users in terms of common news-interpretation is plagued with several issues and unfortunately was not further investigated in this study (see limitations section).

Table 1 – Sentiment, Impact and Duration (Krippendorff’s alpha, in brackets are the LL95%, UL95% confidence intervals based on 10,000 bootstrap samples) agreement for top six Newsmental users

Overall it would seem individuals have at least some common interpretation of news events, especially polarity judgments were shown to be highly reliable. Judgements regarding duration and impact of news events may be treated as indicative only. A better understanding of the identities of various homogenous subsets of users, however, may provide more insight in this respect. Nevertheless, using a simple average of the judgement ratings throughout further analysis seems reasonable at this point also as relative to each other the ratings for duration and impact presented in table 1 seem to provide an intuitive interpretation of events.

3.3.1 Feedback from Users

Three weeks after the launch an informal focus group was held with six users of Newsmental. After the study was concluded, a message to all registered users was also sent out asking for their feedback. The main points from both are summarised in the bullet points below.

- The functionality of being able to keep track of all rated news was very well received, and there was some indication that users appreciated the collaborative news analysis, as this specific feedback from a user illustrates; “I'm an avid online news reader, and love keeping myself updated, but by adding an opinion/rating to an article it gives you an idea as to what the overwhelming response to an article is. The real bonus of this type of rating means that you can say more than other news websites, where all you seem to be able to do these days is 'like!', and 'Tweet', but this process gives the reader an opinion on the article”.
- The overall design of the page was otherwise positively received, an example user comment being; “The website was very simple to use, and really well structured, and by keeping it very light and lots of white space, it made for very easy viewing”. Feedback also indicated that many users enjoyed news-reading on Newsmental, except in some cases where users were not quite clear on how to make best use of all the system features – despite two tutorials available on the website. As a response to this concern, a quick-intro bar on how to use Newsmental was added to the top of the home-page11, which had a positive effect.

---

11 This would only show to new / un-registered users.
• There was one instance in which a user complained to us about suspicion of another user's news-ratings being overly negative. This is an inevitable effect of a social web 2.0 system with transparent user contributions. Disagreement between users can arise and as maintainers of the system, we may be approached to help resolve the situation, unless a social or automatic problem-resolution is not in place. Since it was rather interesting to investigate this complaint further, the user was subsequently contacted for their reasoning in news judgment, and explained they felt that news were generally quite negative and a completely satisfactory explanation was given by the user.

Initially several people felt slightly overwhelmed with the Automatic Analysis (i.e. presentation of entities / relations) however in all follow-up cases (once subjects got to use the system) they deemed the presentation highly useful and conducive to reading articles. A possible improvement for the future would be to present extracted entities in a visual manner and simplify user-interface further.

4. Discussion

As opposed to traditional crowdsourcing platforms (e.g. Mechanical Turk), the presented website has a significant social element, as contributions by any user are visible to all other users, a community ranking (scoreboard) of most active users is shared, as well as features allowing users to explore the community evaluations of news through various views. These features effectively turn Newsmental into a social media platform. The explanatory value of collective intelligence in the form of news analysis from a system such as Newsmental is evident. The judgements in aggregate provide a consensus news assessment, augmented with clarification and insight from user-comments. There have been significant efforts – especially in financial computation research to automate and achieve reliable news analysis (e.g. Wuthrich et al. 1998; Fung et al. 2005; Mittermayer and Knolmayer 2006); however, plagued with a number of problems and with varying success. Arguably several human analysts will inevitably disagree on news interpretation (Koppel and Shtrimberg 2006), how severe a news effect will be and what it means for affected actors or entities. Replicating human judgement, experience based induction and analytic abilities, as well as parsing an unstructured text is exceedingly complex. A social media system such as Newsmental does not need to replicate human judgements as a function within some statistical / AI trained model; rather it taps into the social participation of its users at a relatively low cost. Despite the benefits provided by a system such as the one presented in this chapter, the complexity of building a web 2.0 application and maintaining it with high levels of user participation is plagued by a number of issues.

There is also an important discussion taking place around ethical issues. It was for instance suggested by several academics (Petersen 2008, Scholz 2008, Shirky 2010) that the treatment of individuals participating in peer production and crowdsourcing by corporations, in some instances is equivalent to “slave labour”. Petersen states that web 2.0 represents, “an architecture of exploitation that capitalism can benefit from.” The criticism put forward is serious. Corporations have been known to claim ownership over content produced by users, which is a very explicit form of exploitation. Alternatively corporations lock user data within an interface, and allow user ownership of data, but effectively this has the same effect as direct data ownership. Some researchers (Mason and Suri, 2012) also argue that wages on paid traditional crowdsourcing platforms (e.g. Mechanical Turk) are unethical (i.e. considerably lower than the minimum US hourly wage). This criticism was avoided in this study, since users had implicit motivation to use Newsmental for their own news reading benefits as a social media platform, of which the by-product was the CI on news interpretation. However, more generally Petersen (2008) provides several specific examples of such, here mentioned crowd exploitation, but finds (based on interviews) that users whom he may see as being exploited, do not see themselves as such. Unfortunately ethical issues of crowdsourcing are often overlooked and left out of the academic debate, although we believe these should form an integral part of the academic discourse, as well as wider ethical and legal questions, especially including issues around ownership of crowd contributed content on the web (Puschmann and Burgess 2014).
4.1 Limitations

Hayes and Krippendorff (2007) point out that to measure reliability of ratings the data-generating process must be informed by instructions that are common to all observers who identify, categorize, or describe the units of interest. Users of Newsmental were not explicitly instructed on how to judge news items, this was done on purpose and partly efforts were made to design the website so as to imply the judgement criteria implicitly. Even though judging the sentiment of, for example; a news item on S&P downgrading USA’s credit rating, may well be self-explanatory, the judging of news duration and similarly news impact, will be much less so. It may not be clear whether a news reader refers to the duration people will talk about (buzz of the news), the duration of the news’ effect on the markets (which would have long term effects to the debt markets, but possibly short to mid-term on the general stock-markets), or some other “personal interpretation” of the news item duration rating. Hence the fact that judgement criteria were implied implicitly must be taken into consideration when interpreting results. The agreement statistics (section 3.3) were very low for duration judgements, and this low agreement may be contributed to by an artefact of the user-interface, since the news presentation interface only showed a graphic for collaborative sentiment and impact judgements but not duration. Hence some limitations are imposed by specifics of the user-interface design, which highlights the sensitive nature of careful design of such systems and integrating crowd input most appropriately.

Pang and Lee (2008) suggested that within many web 2.0 applications it would be useful to provide finer-grained objects for contributions (e.g. identify and allow to rate particular aspects of a product in a review system), and further pointed out that still very few systems use this capability. In line with this, within Newsmental the analysis of unstructured text was automated and the user was presented with the possibility to pass judgements on entities from within the news stories themselves. Unfortunately this feature fails on occasion to identify the most sensible objects / entities of interest in the article. A possible extension could rely on the users collectively picking an entity they deem important from a choice of system identified ones, and when enough users picked the same entity it could be suggested by default. Forte and Bruckam (2005) discuss the role of motivation and incentive and its implications for designing online communities. One of their suggestions is that regulars should be rewarded and leaders should be empowered. The empowering can be done by giving those users more rights, for example, to organise or otherwise manage and curate content in an editorial manner. Users of Newsmental, who are more involved than others may be given higher access rights to organise, rank and otherwise tweak certain aspects of the news display. Hence it would be the recommendation to explicitly address such community level questions during future system designs.

More broadly, Choraria (2012) looks at what motivates users to partake in social online communities repeatedly. They investigated the role of perceived sociability and usability on motivating platform usage, and suggest that especially ease of use, dynamic behaviours and interaction play a significant role. Hence as was the case with Newsmental, platform development should generally focus on implementing these elements. Further to this, Husin et al. (2016) and Vuori (2012) provide a thorough discussion of issues and approaches in effectively adopting Web 2.0 platforms. Although their focus was on internal and external idea crowdsourcing for organisations, this is still highly relevant to the here presented work.

News items generally evoke some type of affective response within most individuals. The response can be quite varied for individuals with different backgrounds and the identification of homogenous subsets of users in terms of their news-interpretation tendencies would have been interesting to explore further. This was however outside of the scope of the current study and due to the full background information on only 48 registered users being available. The size of the overall crowd contributions within this study was nevertheless sizeable (e.g. 2,138 ratings, see section 3.2) and comparable if not somewhat larger than some other crowdsourcing studies, such as for instance the work on Mechanical Turk and Crowd-Flower by Finin et al. (2010).

4.2 Ethical Issues
It was suggested by several academics (Petersen 2008, Scholz 2008, Shirky 2010) that the treatment of individuals participating in peer production and crowdsourcing by corporations, in some instances is equivalent to “slave labour”. Petersen states that web 2.0 represents, “an architecture of exploitation that capitalism can benefit from.” The criticism put forward is serious. Corporations have been known to claim ownership over content produced by users, which is a very explicit form of exploitation. Alternatively corporations lock user data within an interface, and allow user ownership of data, but effectively this has the same effect as direct data ownership. Some researchers (Mason and Suri, 2012) also argue that wages on paid traditional crowdsourcing platforms (e.g. Mechanical Turk) are unethical (i.e. considerably lower than the minimum US hourly wage). This criticism was avoided in this study, since users had implicit motivation to use Newsmental for their own news reading benefits as a social media platform, of which the by-product was the CI on news interpretation. However, more generally Petersen (2008) provides several specific examples of such, here mentioned crowd exploitation, but finds (based on interviews) that users whom he may see as being exploited, do not see themselves as such. Unfortunately ethical issues of crowdsourcing are often overlooked and left out of the academic debate, although we believe these should form an integral part of the academic discourse, as well as wider ethical and legal questions, especially including issues around ownership of crowd contributed content on the web (Puschmann and Burgess 2014).

5. Conclusion

This paper investigates implicit crowdsourcing by harnessing a crowd’s collective intelligence and cognitive abilities through social media platforms, for the construction of intelligent systems. Key issues, such as achieving high quality crowd contributions, challenges of efficient workflow and real-time crowd integration into intelligent systems were discussed. An illustrative example system, which systematically employed a custom social media platform for automated financial news analysis and summarisation, was presented. The system has several social features and as a social media platform, provided for an online real-time processing workforce. Replicating human judgements and analytic abilities, as well as parsing unstructured text is exceedingly complex. The presented social media system did not need to replicate human judgements as a function within some statistical / AI model, rather it tapped into the natural social participation of its users at a relatively low cost (i.e. system design and community recruitment costs). It is argued that when social media platforms are closely integrated with other automated processes into a single system, this may provide a worthwhile online and real-time approach to intelligent systems through the implicit crowdsourcing. The development of the system, its use and significant aspects of evaluation, including limitations and wider ethical issues of crowdsourcing were also discussed. Although more research is necessary, this study highlights key considerations for the presented approach. Some future work could include research on scalability related to online processing algorithms that can be efficiently employed in processing varied content (e.g. images, videos, text, meta-data) characteristic of social media, for purposes of intelligent systems.
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Figure 1 – Use-case of a Trader (left figure – usual work-process, right figure – system based work-process)
Figure 2 – Browse by community view (radar chart showing the agreement amongst ratings with the community), other views include by dates, topics, etc.
Figure 3 – Visual display of the entity composition of a news-article (available for each article)
Figure 4 – Slide-out input panel for news article (from left to right: comment [max, 120 char], Tags [autosuggest], sentiment for entity 1, sentiment for entity 2, time-duration, overall news sentiment and size of potential impact)
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Figure 5 – News input panel, ready for submission (“Submit Now” button click)
Figure 6 – Sentiment, impact and duration dot-plots (from left to right) of news stories with six or more individual ratings (top 35 headlines), ordered by decreasing average sentiment (standard deviations shown)
Table 1 – Sentiment, Impact and Duration (Krippendorf’s alpha, in brackets are the LL95%, UL95% confidence intervals based on 10,000 bootstrap samples) agreement for top six Newsmental users.